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important

Good vs bad reputation

Reputation management

Good vs bad reputation

Modern communications setting

Steps towards a strategy

Top tips
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Wikipedia

‘an opinion about that entity, typically a result of social evaluation on a set of 
criteria’

Financial Times

What is a reputation?

Financial Times

‘The term refers to the observers’ collective judgments of a corporation based 
on assessments of financial, social and environmental impacts attributed to 
the corporation over time.’

Leslie Gaines-Ross, author, Corporate Reputation

‘refers to how positively, or negatively, a company or similar institution is 
perceived by its key stakeholders such as employees, customers, members of 
the media, investors, NGOs, suppliers and financial analysts.’
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Reputation = trust, confidence, competence, ability, 
standards, fairness

Components vary with each organisation

Strands of reputation

Components vary with each organisation

Key modern driver – honesty and keeping promises

Reputation protection is a 24/7, 365 activity

Reputations are fragile

Communications are at the heart of reputations –
online and offline

The tabloid test
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Apply to organisations 
as well as individuals

Apply to public and 
private sectors, charities, 

Reputations

private sectors, charities, 
NGOs, schools…

‘Emerge’ and are 
informed by fact, 
perception, reporting, 
instinct, relationships, 
rumour
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Brand value falls

Parent confidence evaporates

Funding streams end or diminish

A damaged reputation

Funding streams end or diminish

Employee morale falls

A falling sector standing

Personal reputations impacted

Ability to secure new pupils and retain existing 

pupils
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New pupils attracted

Improves financial performance

Assists fundraising

Benefits of a good reputation

Assists fundraising

Business done with organisations they ‘like’

Employees stay longer and work harder

Competitive advantage

Helps in responding to a crisis / adverse comment
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Quality of management - strong leadership team, 

keeping promises, a sound strategy

Performance – of pupils, of school finances, 

Need to demonstrate

Performance – of pupils, of school finances, 

involvement with the community

Clear communications with stakeholders

NEVER ASSUME THESE ARE OBVIOUS TO 

ANYONE
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Increased media focus

24hr media, on- and off-line, no ‘news cycle’

Not just ‘corporates’ that are fair game

More outlets for investigative journalism

What is different now?

More outlets for investigative journalism

Social media

Empowerment of individuals

Availability of data

REMEMBER – stakeholders make rational decisions 
based on incorrect facts
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Media
Speed, reach and variety

Seen as an authoritative source of information and 

public awareness

The media context

public awareness

Understand the media’s agenda
Looking for a good story and a competitive angle

That edge is delivered by an ‘angle’

Attributing blame is always a good angle

Look for the human interest
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Your website – always the first stop ‘checkpoint’

New media spread rumour, speculation and 

accusations as a very fast pace:

The social media context

accusations as a very fast pace:
Website 

Social networks and tweeting, attack pages

YouTube 

Chat rooms, blogs and wikis

‘Old fashioned’ emails

Cyber attacks
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Formulate a reputation strategy built on 

understanding the risks

Develop the culture

Steps

Develop the culture

Integrate communications and social 

responsibility

Communicate the story to your stakeholders

Invest in building reputational capital

Develop a crisis management strategy
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Who are your stakeholders?
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Normal life is severely interrupted – run the crisis, not 
the school

Your school will become the focus of attention for the 

If a crisis happens….

Your school will become the focus of attention for the 
media, politicians and the public

Investigation by the police and other enforcement 
agencies is likely to follow, and to do so rapidly

You need an immediate and co-ordinated response

Get the channels of communications right – online?
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Recognise there is a crisis

Take appropriate actions and explain why

Empathise with the human impact

The basics

Empathise with the human impact

This is what has happened

This is what we are doing about it

This is how we feel about it
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Rumours will always be:

Believed 

Embroidered or 

expanded

Rumour control

expanded

More interesting than 

the truth

Securing your share of 

‘voice is essential to 
combating rumour’
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“I am simply making a general comment, but you
would think that consultation on safety with
workers in a factory of all places would be all-
important.”

Others fill the void

“From what I know, there appear not to have been
any internal mechanisms for a health and safety
representative to pass on any concerns from the
shop floor. We need to know urgently about the
health and safety record within that factory….
What were the safety procedures?”

A local MP speaking to the national press
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Prepare an in-depth, but brief, crisis management 

plan:
Conduct a risks analysis

Planning ahead

Identify your emergency response team

Train your media ‘talking heads’

Pre-prepare materials

Validate your plan to sure it meets – legal, 

communication and other needs
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Doing nothing is not an option

Time is not your friend

Mobilise your emergency 

When an incident occurs

Mobilise your emergency 

response team

Monitor developments closely

Circulate ‘must have’ information

Brief stakeholders

Be flexible
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What is the situation?

Who do we need to talk to?

What are we saying to them?

Ask yourself

What are we saying to them?

How should we say it?

Do we need to react further?

REMEMBER – The 3 R’s – Review, Refine, Repeat
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Foster and develop links with:
Parents

Feeder schools, local prep and primary schools

Friends and allies

The local community

Local businesses

Trade unions

Employees

Alumni

Professional bodies

Local politicians – at all levels
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Your employees and your parents/pupils are your 

most important advocates:
Influence the community

Internal considerations

Prevent adverse media comment

Network of friends and family

Brief them – Q&A

Ongoing communication

Allow feedback
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DO

Keep calm, be alert and 
flexible

Communicate with 
stakeholders

Do’s and don’ts

DO NOT

Panic!

Ignore the mediaCommunicate with 
stakeholders

Work with employees

Recognise the human 
impact

Take ownership and take 
action

Have senior management 
speak
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Wait until you know 

everything

Speculate

Admit liability

Talk about the financial 

impact



Observe the Five Cs:
Care

Commitment

Some rules

Consistency

Coherence

Clarity

and the Big Three Ts:
Tell The Truth
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Invest in building reputational capital
Know and understand the political, media and 
regulatory environment
Lead the debate – proactive engagement

Top tips

Lead the debate – proactive engagement
Understanding your starting position and take pre-
emptive action
Be prepared and ensure speed of response
Take advice (know your powers)
Control the message and the channels
Think long term and short term
Keep your policies up to date and available
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!!Take reputation

Final thought

!!Take reputation
management 
seriously!!
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THANK YOU
Any Questions?
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